We study nonperturbative pair production in intense, focused laser fields called 'e-dipole' pulses. We address the conditions required, such as the quality of the vacuum, for reaching high intensities without initiating beam-depleting cascades, the number of pairs which can be created, and experimental detection of the created pairs. We find that e-dipole pulses offer an optimal method of investigating nonperturbative QED.
Understanding quantum field theory in the nonperturbative regime remains a challenging theoretical and experimental issue. Recent advances in technology have spurred interest in the possibility of using intense lasers to probe quantum vacuum phenomena such as nonperturbative electron-positron pair production [1, 2] , a process which is strongly suppressed below the SauterSchwinger limit E S = m 2 c 3 /e 10 18 V/m [3, 4] . While field-strengths of this scale are typical of QED, creating them on a macroscopic (laboratory) scale will remain out of our reach for the foreseeable future. Various mechanisms for stimulating pair production have therefore been proposed; these include colliding an intense laser pulse with high energy photons [5] , electrons [6] , or other laser pulses [7] [8] [9] . The number of pairs which can be created in the collision of laser pulses is sensitive both to the field amplitude [10] and the field structure [11] . In simulating intense laser-matter interactions it is therefore necessary to employ realistic field models.
A potential obstacle to reaching the Sauter-Schwinger limit, or high intensities in general, was raised in [12] , see also [13] . In an experiment, the presence of stray particles due to imperfect vacuum can result in an avalanche of pair production which is (perturbatively) triggered when particles/photons are dragged/emitted into regions of high strength field. The resulting beam depletion [14] , or beam scattering from an emerging electron-positron plasma, then reduces the beam intensity. Even when the effect on the laser radiation is small, generated particles could hinder observation of nonperturbative effects by producing a background which swamps the signals of interest. Hence it is important to understand the conditions leading to cascades, and what backgrounds they produce.
Rather than focusing only on the number of pairs, in this paper we will analyse several aspects of potential pair production experiments. Our results include a thorough discussion of scenarios where cascades can be avoided, allowing intensities to be raised high enough for nonperturbative pair production to be experimentally observed.
As we explain below, a feasible pulse configuration for next generation laser facilities is an 'e-dipole' pulse [15] . These are exact, closed form solutions of Maxwell's equations in vacuum. They exhibit optimal focusing efficiency, (highest possible peak field-strength for a given input power [16] ) and describe genuine pulses, having finite energy and finite extent in all four directions. This paper is organised as follows. We begin by introducing e-dipole pulses and compare their focussing efficiencies with other pulse configurations. We then analyse particle motion in such pulses, estimating the level of vacuum required to keep particles away from, and to limit generation of hard photons into, the focus. We then calculate the number of pairs which could be produced. The behaviour of electron-positron pairs post-creation is then analysed in some detail, before we conclude.
Dipole pulses:-There is a limit to the focusing efficiency of a given laser system. Consider first an unfocused, broad laser pulse which can be regarded as nearly monochromatic. The peak field strength E 0 which can be obtained by focusing monochromatic light of wavelength λ and cycle-averaged power P is bounded above; defining P = P/(4π 0 c), the peak field obeys [16] 
The focused fields which saturate this upper bound are called e-dipole pulses, see [15] for full details. E-dipole pulses take their name from structural similarities with dipole fields, but do not contain singularities. They describe a converging pulse of light, with the ideal case of 4π focusing. The formation of this focused pulse can be pictured as the reverse process of emission from a dipole antenna. The e-dipole pulse has the following form. Let R 2 = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 and define the vector Z by
in which the 'driving function' g is arbitrary and the 'virtual dipole moment' d is a constant. Both g and d
can be related to input laser parameters, see below, because e-dipole pulses can be generated by focusing laser fields [15] . The electromagnetic fields of an e-dipole pulse are then given in terms of Z by
These fields are exact solutions of Maxwell's equations in vacuum. It is easily confirmed that there is no singularity at R = 0, the focus point. Far from the focus, the electric and magnetic field amplitudes of the e-dipole pulse are proportional to dR −1g t ± R c , and have an angular distribution proportional to sin 2 θ, with θ the polar angle. In the focus one has E(0, t) =ẑ 4d 3c 3 ... g (t), B(0, t) = 0. In general we are interested in pulses with, say, Gaussian frequency spreads as for the following driving function
in which ω is the central frequency and D is the fullwidth-half-maximum duration (i.e. the intensity ∼ E 2 drops to 1/2 its peak value at t = ±D/2). We call such a pulse 'quasi-Gaussian' since, far from the focus, the envelopeg has the same Gaussian frequency spread as g. Such pulses are, from (3), compactly supported in all four directions, which is one advantage of e-dipole pulses over other models in the literature; they describe genuine pulses without sacrificing Maxwell's equations. The virtual dipole moment d can be expressed as a function of input energy, or power, by using energy conservation in the far-field [15] . For example, for a monochromatic driving field, frequency ω, the peak focused field strength E 0 and d are related by E 0 = 4 3
This leads to a simple measure for comparing different pulse models. We define the focusing efficiency parameter f E via E 0 = f E √ P λ ; this relates the incoming power P to peak field-strength E 0 . In order to compare with other models, this definition applies to fields which are monochromatic in the far field region. In Table I we compare the focusing parameters for three field configurations: two colliding Narozhny-Fofanov beams [17, 18] , the theoretical maximum from Fedotov's solution [19] , and the e-dipole (with monochromatic g). The e-dipole pulse is most efficient. Given a pulse model, one can increase (decrease) the focal electric (magnetic) field-strength by colliding several such pulses [9] . This increases the total focusing efficiency and is why, in Table I , we compare with two colliding pulses from [17] , as advocated for pair production in [18] . Using two pulses eliminates the focal magnetic field, and increases the peak electric field by a factor of √ 2. This ' √ n increase in focal field strength from n pulses' is limited by 1) the constraint that the total angle of incoming radiation cannot exceed 4π, and 2) imperfect interference in the vector sum of the individual beams' fields, which results from the relative orientations of the Two NF beams [17, 18] Fedotov [19] e-dipole incoming beams. The e-dipole pulse represents the ideal case of 4π focussing and maximises the focal electric field strength via optimisation of the polarisation and angular distribution of incoming radiation.
Mimicking an e-dipole pulse therefore presents an optimal design for experimental facilities with multi-beam architecture. Our calculations show (details to appear in [20] ) that a realistic configuration of 12 beams with circular apertures, properly arranged and synchronised to imitate the converging e-dipole wavefront, provides a field strength just 10% less than the theoretical maximum of the e-dipole pulse. The beam alignment required can be achieved via the reflection of several co-directional beams from a parabolic mirror (similar to the setup in [15] ), and synchronisation methods have recently been described in [22] . Note that the use of multiple laser channels is well-established at projects such as NIF, and will be implemented at next-generation laser facilities such as ELI and XCELS [23, 24] .
Interaction with particles within the chamber:-As mentioned in the introduction, a potential barrier to the observation of nonperturbative pair production is the background generated by the interactions between the laser and stray particles in the imperfect vacuum of an experimental chamber. If, though, we could guarantee that within the focal volume there were no high energy electrons and photons initiating perturbative processes (or rather, that such events had a low probability), then we could focus beams to the intensities required to trigger nonperturbative pair creation, without first initiating cascades.
To investigate this prospect, one can determine the volume of space from which electrons can initiate cascades, as a function of the initial electron density (initial level of vacuum), and then require that this volume contain less than one particle. We therefore carried out a simulation of a large number of initially uniformly distributed electrons moving (with radiation reaction accounted for by the Landau-Lifshitz equation [21] ) in the fields of a converging e-dipole pulse, wavelength 810 nm, pulse duration 30 fs (consistent with candidate Ti-sapphire technology for future laser facilities [23, 24] ) and total power P = 1000 PW (as is estimated, below, to be required for pair creation, see also Table II) . Laser experiments are now routinely performed in technical vacua of stray molecule density 10 −8 -10 −9 mbar, and lower pressures are accessible. We will assume an initial density of 10 5 cm −3 , equivalent to a pressure of 10 −12 mbar. This figure is at the limit of what is achievable today, so is a reasonable assumption for future facilities. The incoming laser pulse will ionise stray molecules and produce electrons. Now, we are interested only in whether electrons are pushed into the focus or not, based on their initial position. Thus, for the determination of the required vacuum quality, we can associate every molecule with a single electron, independent of the level of ionisation. We therefore take the initial electron density to be 10 5 cm −3 . The results of our simulation are shown in Fig. 1 . We show here the average number of electrons initially distributed within (N 0 , calculated from the initial density), or dragged into (N ), a sphere of radius R around the focus, as a function of R. We see that for the chosen initial density, the final number N of particles drops below one at a radius of around R * = 30µm; this is much larger than the focus of the dipole pulse.
We immediately perform two checks on this result. First, we should only base our conclusions on data from regions of space in which quantum effects are negligible. Second, though particles remain outside the focus, they may still emit hard photons capable of initiating cascades. We therefore tracked in our simulation two parameters, χ and ξ. The first, χ, is the quantum efficiency parameter of the particles [25] , calculated along their orbits. This parameter estimates the importance of quantum effects and is, for a particle of momentum p µ in a field with energy-momentum tensor T µν [25, 26] 
with γ the electron gamma factor. As χ approaches unity, quantum effects become important. The second parameter, ξ, estimates the energy of emitted photons, in ratio to twice the rest mass of an electron. Recall that the typical energy ω s of photons emitted by an ultrarelativistic electron is given in the synchrotron approximation by ω s = γ 2 (eE/mc) [21] . We therefore define ξ = ωs 2mc 2 ≈ 1 2 γχ. For ξ 1 we should be able to neglect the emission of hard photons with energy approaching 2mc
2 . Returning to our simulation, Fig. 1 also shows the maximum value (over all electrons) of χ and ξ outside the sphere of radius R. We conclude first that the classical description is valid (χ 1) at least outside the sphere of radius R * , so our estimate of the density increase within this sphere (due to dragging from outside it) can be trusted. Second, since ξ < 1, particles outside the sphere do not generate photons suitable for initiating pair creation within the sphere; the constant field approximation [25] , suitable for very intense fields, shows that the photon-to-pair decay time is, at ξ < 1, orders of magnitude longer than the pulse duration. Hence we conclude from Fig. 1 that an initial density of less than 10 5 cm −3 leads to an average of well less than one particle existing in or entering into the sphere of radius R * , and an absence of photons sufficiently hard to create pairs within that sphere. Our estimate for the required initial density is overly cautious: more accurate estimates which include data on, e.g. the emission direction of radiation could significantly reduce the stated requirements. (Our simulations show that hard photons are typically emitted away from, rather than toward, the focus.)
Pair production:-The number of pairs which can be created in a given field depends on the local Lorentz invariants [4] 
In an e-dipole pulse we have P = E · B = 0, i.e. the electric and magnetic fields are orthogonal in all space. The invariant S = (E 2 − B 2 )/2 can be positive (the electric field 'dominates') and the pulse is capable of pair production [3, 4, 27] . To maximise the pair production rate, one must maximise the relevant invariant, i.e. maximise the electric field and eliminate the magnetic field in the focus. This is achieved (as above) by the use of counterpropagating pulses [9, 18] . Since the e-dipole pulse has B = 0 in the focus and yields the optimal focal electric field, it also gives the most efficient 'conversion' of input power into invariant , i.e. allows efficient conversion of energy into produced pairs.
To calculate the number of produced pairs, we use the locally-constant-field estimate [10] , based on [27] . For a field in which P ≡ 0 we have
where = S + |S|/E S , and λ c = /mc is the reduced Compton wavelength. Since the main contribution to λ = 1 µm λ = 0.8 µm λ = 0. N pairs comes from the focal region (which in a quasiGaussian is localised both in space and time), and in order to compare with other pulse models (which are typically monochromatic in the far-field), we temporarily drop the envelope in (4), setting D = ∞, and quote only the contribution to N pairs from a single cycle. While the number of created pairs depends on the invariant , the relevant experimental quantity is the total available input energy. The energy required to reach a given peak will be minimal when using an e-dipole pulse configuration, because of the pulse's optimal focusing efficiency. The number of pairs produced is shown in Table II , as a function of the driving field's wavelength, (average) input power and energy. Our results demonstrate that the threshold power required for pair creation is around P = 1120 PW (at a wavelength of λ = 0.8µm), requiring only a few kJ of energy. The corresponding peak electric field at threshold is E 0 0.08E S , agreeing with previous estimates [9, 19] .
All predictions of the pair yield based on (7) should of course be interpreted as a measure of how easy it is to produce a pair, given an initial power and frequency, rather than a number of pairs. The reason for this is that once a pair is created, other processes can occur, either increasing or decreasing the net number of pairs which can be observed. In the former category is cascade formation [13, 28] , in which the pairs are accelerated and emit hard photons which create further pairs, and so on [11, 12] . In the latter category are processes such as pair annihilation, though the annihilation cross section in intense fields is typically much smaller than that of cascade-generating processes [25, 29] . It is therefore important to address how one might best detect pair production events. We turn to this now, by analysing the behaviour of the created pairs.
Post-creation behaviour:- Fig. 2 shows typical trajectories, and χ values, for positrons born at rest near the focus of a D = 30 fs e-dipole pulse. The trajectories depend sensitively on where the particles are created. The majority of particles, with a typical trajectory shown in red in Fig. 2 , have large χ-values, implying that the depicted motion will receive significant quantum corrections. However, once the particles leave the focus, their χ drops quickly to below one and classical predictions be- come accurate. Our simulations show that radiation reaction is responsible for recirculating particles back into the focus, and has an added effect of keeping the particles 'in phase' with the field intensity gradient, which is the cause of their large χ values. Recirculation returns the particles to the quantum regime, increasing the possibility of additional QED processes occurring, as predicted in [13] .
Close to the focus, the longitudinal electric field dominates over the other field components, causing particles born in this region to simply exit the pulse parallel to the z-axis, without oscillation. (See [11] for related behaviour.) Our simulations show that these particles are 'out of phase' with the field, so that while they have high γ factors, they also have χ < 1, and so can be analysed classically. These particles will emit radiation in a small cone about the z-axis. We therefore suggest the detection of particles exiting in the z-direction as a possible candidate for direct measurement of the produced pairs.
Conclusions:-We have considered a potential experimental setup for measuring nonperturbative pair production in e-dipole pulses. Our analysis of stray particles in the chamber, and their emission, shows that cascade initiation (and resulting beam depletion) can be avoided for sufficient levels of vacuum. This allows higher focal intensities to be reached, and allows us to consider the possibility of experimentally measuring nonperturbative pair creation, for which we estimate a total power of 1000 PW is required.
